
Filevine Suggested Tags

The Filevine platform allows users to assign Tags to Projects, Contacts, Documents, and Activity Items to improve 
searchability of items and user flow in the platform. The following are suggested Tags that Filevine and its users 
have found to be helpful for getting started and finding efficiency with Tags.

How to Use Tags

Filevine Tags are handy for an array of different use cases throughout the platform. Not only are they easy to 
implement, they can add value to your firm’s workflows, offering a better way to move between cases and find 
information fast:

Use Case 01: Reduce Context Switching
Your team - especially your Paralegals - have dozens of tasks to tackle on a day-to-day basis. 
To move efficiently, they can tag their tasks by category such as  #urgent   #recordrequest  or  
#litigation . 
Then, when they are ready to complete their tasks, they can filter their task list to focus on one 
category at a time, allowing them to get in a flow, and minimizing energy spent on redirecting their 
focus to a certain case. 

Use Case 02: Find Important Information Quickly
Suppose an attorney hasn’t worked on a particular case for some time and needs to familiarize 
themselves with previous interactions with their client before contacting them again. From the Project 
Activity Feed, they could filter  #clientcommunication  to see all the notes containing communication 
with their client. After quickly skimming through the notes, they are prepared to have a productive 
conversation with their client with the context that they need.

Use Case 03: Stay Up-to-Date on Projects
Perhaps that same attorney also handles a large number of cases and deadlines. Trying to keep track 
of these cases and knowing how long it’s been since you last checked on one can be frustrating. 
With Auto-Tags, that attorney can filter within the Project Hub to identify all cases with the hashtag 
#noactivity30days  to view all cases that haven’t been interacted with in that time. 



Looking for Some Inspiration? 

Here are some of the most widely used Tags that Filevine users find useful:

Project Level
#minor  
used if the person represented is a minor

#highvalue  
used to determine a high-value case

#tbi  
used to indicate the type of injury

#driver  
used when client was the driver in an accident

#master  
designates that this case has companion files and 
is the main file for litigation or other overall case 
tasks

#companion  
designates that this case is a companion to other 
cases and should trigger a user to know there is 
another main file

#VIP  
usually for receptionists so they know the client is 
a VIP when they call in

#hotlist  
designates a case in settlement discussions with 
an adjuster, so if the adjuster calls, the call should 
be put right through

#courtcasenumber  
if you want to see the court case number of a 
case when looking it up or search by the docket 
number, you can make it a hashtag like this: 16-
2345-C

#redflag  
case has a major issue, flagged for further 
attorney review

#special  
client may be difficult to handle

#retainerrequired
#retainerpaid
#flatfee
#hourly
#specialbilling

Activity Level
#phonecall  
used inside of notes to indicate that the 
information written in a note was collected during 
a phone call

#client  
indicates communication with a client

#correspondence  
similar to #phonecall, this is used to indicate 
any information that was collected during the 
correspondence

#low #medium #high  
indicate whether the conversation is associated 
with offers, demands, or settlements

#incomingclient #outgoingclient 
delineates between incoming and outgoing client 
communication to allow you to enforce firm 
practices of outreach to clients

#adjustercall
#oppcounselcall
#expertcall

Document Level
#template
#demand
#meds
#records
#insurance
#incoming
#outgoing
#photos
#pleading
#rogs 
used to designate your various interrogatories 

#rpds
#discovery
#sentindiscovery
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Add Some Color to It!

In Tag Manager, you can edit your Tags to attribute a color to them. Use color coding to assign value to each 
color, making it easy to identify a Tag or its category while working in the platform. For example, when adding 
Tags involving client intake or initiating a process, you might use green; similarly, when using Tags that indicate 
something critical, you can color them red.

Contact Level
#minor 
#incapacitated
#deceased
#specialty 
used to allow for quick filtering within the Address 
Book

#language
#billingtype
#holiday-mailers 
used to indicate a contact you would want to be 
included in a specific mailing list

Auto-Tags
#highvalue  
runs report for all cases over $50k (or whatever 
amount)

#minor
#SOLimminent


